Mobile sensor networks and robotic swarms are being used for monitoring and exploring environments or environmental events due to the advantages offered by their distributed nature. However, coordination and self-organization of a large number of individuals is often costly in terms of energy and computation power, thus limiting the longevity of the distributed system. In this paper we present a bio-inspired algorithm enabling a robotic swarm to collectively detect anomalies in environmental parameters in a self-organized, reliable and energy efficient manner. Individuals in the swarm communicate via 1-bit signals to collectively confirm the detection of an anomaly while minimizing energy spent for communication and taking measurements. This algorithm is specifically designed for a swarm of underwater robots called "aMussels" to examine a phenomenon referred to as "anoxia" which results in oxygen depletion in the lagoon of Venice. We present the algorithm, conduct simulations and robotic experiments to examine the performance of the algorithm with respect to early detection of anoxia while minimizing energy consumption.
Introduction
With the decreasing size of computation and memory devices, the number of computers has been increasing dramatically. Koh and Magee (2006) observed that computing power available per dollar has increased by a factor of ten roughly every four years over the last quarter of a century. The increase in the available computation power has brought massively parallel multi-agent systems such as ubiquitous computers (Kim and Follmer, 2017) , IoT systems (Gubbi et al., 2013) , swarm robotics (Zahadat and Schmickl, 2016; Witkowski and Ikegami, 2016) to the forefront. Such systems with increasingly large number of individual interacting parts pose challenges to the traditional top down control schemes. Therefore, decentralized computing strategies with little or no top down control are being widely explored and implemented (Schmickl et al., 2008; Cazangi et al., 2005) . Inspiration for such strategies are drawn from self organizing natural systems such as starling murmurations (Cavagna et al., 2010) , honeybee colonies (Seeley, 1992) , slime mould aggregates (Durston, 1973; Bonner, 1949) .
We present a decentralized algorithm for a swarm of underwater robots to detect, to collectively validate and to report significant variations in environmental parameters. In a nutshell, if a member of the swarm detects an anomaly in its measurements it will register an event and alert its neighbors. A periodic oscillator and traveling wave based communication paradigm inspired by slime mould and fireflies is then used to periodically communicate with neighbors who registered the event. As soon as the event is validated by a sufficient number of neighbors, an alert is sent to a base station.
The algorithm presented here is developed for a swarm of underwater robots which is intended to detect the anoxia phenomenon (Runca et al., 1996) in the lagoon of Venice. During anoxia the oxygen content of a small part of the lagoon decreases suddenly, resulting in the death of flora and fauna and thus damaging the local ecosystem. Thenius et al. (2018a) suggest a strategy for examining and documenting this recurring phenomenon by utilizing a swarm of underwater robots. According to this strategy, a team of underwater robots known as "aMussels" will be used for monitoring a set of environmental parameters, including oxygen concentration levels to detect the phenomenon within the framework of project subCULTron (subCULTron, 2015) 1 . On the one hand, the detection of anoxia by individual robots needs to be validated with a number of neighbors before a global alarm can be raised for greater reliability. On the other hand, underwater communication is expensive, noisy and therefore, exchange of information between the robots needs to be minimized. For this reason we focus on detecting and validating the event of anoxia with a swarm of robots while considering the modes of communication available on the aMussel robots.
Many environmental monitoring systems which use sensor networks for collecting data in a large area have focused 1 In subCULTron, a heterogeneous swarm of autonomous aquatic robots (aMussels, aPads and aFish) and associated algorithms are being developed for collective exploration and monitoring of environmentally diverse underwater niches in the lagoon of Venice. Please refer to http://www.subcultron.eu/ for further details. on reducing the energy consumption in order to increase network longevity (Zhou et al., 2015; Kaur and Sood, 2017) . However, most of the existing protocols and algorithms for underwater sensor networks focus on making the algorithms usable for a wide range of communication devices, especially for deep sea environments. By contrast, we focused on designing an event detection algorithm suitable for the low cost, narrow bandwidth and low payload communication devices used in subCULTron. Specifically, aMussels are equipped with three kinds of underwater communication devices. Modulated blue light communication and electric sense for extremely short ranges (∼ 1 meter) as well as a low-frequency acoustic nanomodem for comparatively longer range underwater communication (∼ 100 meter). In addition to that, aMussel robots are not mere sensor nodes but have the capability of diving up and down in a water column. This enables the aMussels to dive up to the water surface and report the occurrence of an event using ultra long range communication devices rather than forwarding packets to the sink nodes like traditional sensor networks do. Keeping these constraints and special capabilities of the aMussel robots in mind, in the following we suggest an algorithm for event detection in autonomous swarms of robots.
Related Work
Many algorithms and protocols have been proposed and implemented for improving deep sea monitoring using underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs) (Zhou et al., 2015; Debont et al., 2012) . Although many techniques used in the classical wireless sensor networks can be used for their underwater counterparts, communication in an underwater environment is especially challenging. Therefore, we will give a brief overview of some event localization schemes suggested for UWSNs.
Since underwater sensor networks might be mobile due to underwater currents, the communication protocol presented by Zhou et al. (2015) includes a "heartbeat" which periodically communicates with neighboring nodes and constructs a routing tree. Additionally, the system aggregates data and processes it locally to detect an event before forwarding the event to the sink node. Debont et al. (2012) suggest a solution for event detection using a cyclic graph model. The solution optimally places "beacon" nodes which act as location-aware references for surrounding nodes. In Debont et al. (2012) the authors showed that the intelligent placement of beacons reduces the number of sends required by 80 % as compared to a naïve placement. In case of an event, a message is forwarded to the beacon node which in turn acts as a buffer to collect more event messages from other nodes. Then a batch of messages containing alarms is forwarded to the sink node. While such an implementation is helpful for underwater sensor networks in general, it requires elaborate routing protocols and non-minimal message lengths.
Repeated and periodic exchange of information is employed in the above implementations of event detection. While a "heartbeat" signal (Zhou et al., 2015) is important for dynamic deep sea sensor networks where nodes move with currents, it is a costly solution for the shallow lagoon of Venice with minimal water movement. As previously mentioned, each aMussel robot is able to dive up to the surface of the lagoon and use their ultra long range communication capabilities to alert the base station and therefore obviates beacon nodes as in (Debont et al., 2012) or "data aggregator" nodes. In addition, the construction of an elaborate routing tree as suggested by Zhou et al. (2015) and (Debont et al., 2012) necessitates an increased communication payload which is not necessary for event detection in systems such as the robotic swarms developed within the framework of subCULTron.
The Algorithm
To enable a swarm to detect and report an event in an energy efficient manner, we introduce three modes of operation of the robots (or agents): "observation mode", "alert mode" and "event mode". A schematic representation of the different modes can be found in Figure 1 .
• Observation mode: Initially, all agents are in this mode where they periodically take measurements but refrain from any means of active communication.
• Alert mode: If an agent in the observation mode receives any active communication signal, it will enter the alert mode. In the alert mode an agent also increases its frequency of measurement in order to detect a prospective event as early as possible but refrains from any active communication.
• Event mode: As soon as an agent deducts the potential occurrence of an event from its measurements, it enters the event mode. In this mode an agent takes measurements with higher frequency in order to observe changes in the environment and collect data with higher temporal resolution. Furthermore, in the event mode agents periodically send 1-bit signals which are received by neighboring agents. If an agent in the event mode receives a signal, it simply relays the signal. In the event mode the agents also estimate the number of other swarm members which are in the event mode. As soon as an agent reaches a sufficiently high estimate of other agents detecting an event, it reports the event to the base station. The mechanism used by the agents to estimate the number of agents in the event mode is explained below.
We designed the algorithm to validate the event with a sufficient number of neighboring agents in order to cope with sensor failure and hence potentially erroneously reported events. The swarm validates the occurrence by estimating the total number of agents in the swarm which are in event mode. To explain how this was realized, we first introduce two concepts. First, every time an agent in event mode sends a signal, it gets relayed by all the other agents in event mode. This leads to a wave-like propagation of signals through a subswarm of agents in event mode. In order to ensure forward propagation of the signal, we introduce a "refractory" time (t ref ), where every agent stays insensitive to signals for a brief period after sending a signal. The propagation of a wave through the sub-swarm of robots which has detected an event is schematically shown in Figure 2 .
Secondly, all agents have an internal timer with a defined and fixed periodicity P . An agent in the event mode broadcasts a signal once during each period of this internal timer. Due to the relaying of the signals by other agents in the event mode, every signal broadcast by the agents reach the other agents in the sub-swarm. This wave of signals propagating through the sub-swarm combined with the periodicity of communication enables the agents to estimate the number of agents in event mode. This estimation is done by counting the number of signals the agents receive during one period of their internal timers. The time at which an agent sends a signal during this period is chosen randomly in order to avoid overlapping signals. As soon as an agent detects a predefined number of agents (n * ) in the event mode, it dives up to the water surface and reports the event to a base station via the ultra long range communication mode.
The wave like propagation of signals through the swarm is inspired by the cyclic Adenosine Monophosphate (cAMP) signaling used by dictyostelium discoideum (Chisholm and Firtel, 2004) . The internal timer with a defined periodicity is analogous to timer like behavior found in fireflies (Buck and Buck (1966) , Camazine et al. (2001) ). Further details of this bio-inspired communication method are explained in Thenius et al. (2018b) .
Simulation
We utilized Netlogo 6.0.2 for conducting simulations and the fundamental units for space and time are referred to as "patches" and "ticks" respectively. Agents are randomly distributed within a system of size 110 × 110 patches with periodic boundary conditions. Agents have a communication range of 9, i.e., a signal can be received by all agents within euclidean patch-to-patch distance of s r = 9. We take the perception of communication for the individual agents to be circular and therefore the communication area to be s A ≈ π · 81. At a random position in the system the anoxic phenomenon is initialized with an area of 1 patch and spreads to all adjacent patches within the Moore neighborhood at a constant rate (ticks). The agents can detect anoxia solely at the exact position where they are located. All agents choose random times during each of their internal periods at which they measure and potentially send signals.
The refractory time during which agents stay insensitive to incoming signals after sending a signal is t ref = 5 ticks. Figure 3 shows two screen shots of an exemplary simulation in an early state as well as its final state where an agent reports the occurrence of an event. If not stated otherwise, the number of agents necessary to agree on the occurrence of an event in order to report it is set to n * = 5. The parameters are deliberately selected to demonstrate the working of the algorithm and those parameters which affect the performance will be introduced in the upcoming section. 
Swarm level parameters
In order to quantify the performance of the algorithm, we introduce some parameters which reflect the characteristics and performance of the swarm of robots monitoring the environment for the event.
• Measurement and communication periodicity (P ): This parameter signifies the periodicity with which all agents in the system communicate. P is measured in unit ticks.
• Density of robots (D): This parameter measures how densely or sparsely the agents are spread in the environment. D is measured in robots/s 2 r where s 2 r · π is the area of perception of one robot.
• Time until reporting (T ): Assuming the start of anoxia at tick = 0, the number of ticks taken until an agent sends a message to the base station. The unit of measurement of this parameter is ticks.
• Area of spread of anoxia(A): The total area anoxia covers until an agent sends a message to the base station. The unit of measurement of this parameter is in patches.
Results
In Figure 4 we show the dependence of time T until agents report an event on the periodicity P of agents. Every data point is averaged over 100 independent simulations. As P approaches 1, the time until reporting diverges towards infinity. For P < 100, the agents communicate so frequently that due to the refractory time associated with each broadcast, they rarely receive signals. Thus, agents rarely get to confirm that other agents share their opinion on the occurrence of an event. For P ≈ 300, the time until reporting has a minimum value of T ≈ 4500 ticks. Thereafter T grows in an approximately linear manner for increasing P . In the extreme case of P → ∞, the area of the event spreads throughout the system and is detected only when agents first measure and then signal. From Figure 4 , we derive an optimal measuring periodicity of P ∈ [200, 500] for which time T is at a minimum. Since within the interval the time to report the event T remains rather stable, we choose P = 500 in order to minimize signal collisions among the pinging agents. Figure 5 shows the time until reporting of an event (averaged over 100 independent simulations per data point) versus the spatial density of agents D, i.e., the average number of agents within an area of s 2 r . For D = 1, the average time until reporting of an event is T ≈ 6200 ticks. For increasing D, T decreases until for D = 3.5 it reaches a plateau at T ≈ 2000 ticks. As D approaches 0, we expect T to diverge, since the density is too low for agents to communicate with neighbors and therefore too low for confirming the occurrence of an event. However, for D > 3.5 we reach a regime where agents are sufficiently well connected such that a further increase in density does not change the collective behavior or performance of the swarm anymore.
Since for D > 3.5 the time T does not dramatically decrease further and therefore the performance in detecting events as fast as possible does not further increase, for the following simulations we choose D = 3.5 as optimal parameter value.
For a set of agents within the vicinity of an occurring event we identified a set of parameters for optimal perfor- mance of the swarm, i.e., for minimizing the time until reporting an event. However, in case a swarm succeeds in detecting and reporting an event relatively quickly, the area of the event is comparably small and therefore the majority of all agents in the swarm is not within the neighborhood of the event. Furthermore, in a practical application a swarm is likely to be deployed over a long time period until an event might occur. In order to minimize energy consumption not only the communication between agents can be minimized but also the frequency of taking measurements in the observation mode. In the following we examined, how well a swarm performs if we decrease the periodicity P in taking measurements for all agents in observation mode. As soon as an agent enters alert mode or event mode, they adjust their periodicity P to the original value again. Therefore, agents in observation mode measures less frequently, but as soon as they detect an anomaly, they take measurements (and potentially send signals) more frequently. Figure 6 shows the time T until reporting an event versus the factor k by which the periodicity in taking measurements for agents in observation mode is reduced (black circles). All data points shown are averaged over 100 independent simulations. For k = 1, agents have the same periodicity P in all states and take on average T ≈ 2700 ticks until reporting an event. Up to k = 4 the time T fluctuates around T = 2900 ticks or slightly increases. For k > 4 time T increases linearly. For k approaching ∞, agents in observation mode take measurements (linearly) increasingly rarely such that over time the event area spreads out until agents first measure and subsequently report the event. Therefore for large k a linear increase is expected. The number of measurements taken until reporting of the event are also shown in Figure 6 . The blue squares denote the total number of Figure 6 : Time until reporting T (black circles) versus the factor by which the agents in the observation mode reduce their P as compared to the agents in alert mode or event mode. The number of signals sent and measurements taken (blue squares and crosses, respectively) are also visualized against the factor of reduction k. Parameters: P = 500, t ref = 5 ticks. measurements taken by the swarm, averaged over the simulation runs. With increasing k, the agents which are in observation mode detect the phenomenon later, thus letting anoxia spread to a larger area. A large number of agents then transition into event mode, therefore increasing the number of messages sent. The blue crosses denote the total number of measurements taken averaged over each simulation run. As expected, as periodicity is scaled down by an increasing k, the number of measurements taken decreases.
We can conclude from the graph that for the given system a value of k = 4 will produce relatively fast reporting of events while reducing the number of measurements taken and therefore reducing the energy consumed.
Robotic Experiments
In order to validate the algorithm, we implemented it on the aMussel robots and tested it under laboratory conditions. Five aMussels were arranged in a linear manner in an arena as shown in the photographs in Figure 7 (a) . A projector was used to manipulate the local ambient light around the aMussels to represent oxygen content in the lagoon of Venice. The robots were programmed to register an event when the measured ambient light fell below a particular threshold. As the experiment progressed, the dark patch on the right side of the arena expanded towards the center of the arena as shown in in figures 7 (b), (c) and (d). The robots were programmed to light up the LEDs on their top-caps to represent their mode of operation. As shown in Figure 7 (b) , the first robot from the right transitioned into the event mode as represented by the green LED on its top-cap. At the same time, a signal was broadcast by this robot using the short range modulated blue light communication module. This signal triggered the second robot from the right into the alert mode as shown by the blue LEDs on its top-cap. As the dark patch expanded towards the center of the arena (figures 7 (b) -(d)), the robots transitioned into the alert mode and subsequently into the event mode. In the event mode, the robots counted the incoming signals to estimate the number of other robots in event mode. In Figure 7 (d) , the event threshold of n * = 3 was reached for the second robot from the right. It sent a signal via bluetooth to the monitoring station and lit up the red LEDs on its top-cap to signal a validated event in its locality.
Discussion
In the above sections, we presented a simple but practical bio-inspired event detection algorithm for detecting the anoxia phenomenon in the lagoon of Venice using the aMussel robots. Our solution is designed to minimize the amount of communication needed while specifically taking into account the communication and locomotion capabilities of the aMussel robots. Although energy minimization is an ongoing subject of research in sensor networks, the main body of existing literature focuses on reducing the frequency of communication. In contrast to the energy minimization discussed in Zhou et al. (2015) and Debont et al. (2012) , this work not only focuses on reducing the number of messages required for effective coordination but also on minimizing the length of each message. From figures 4 and 5, we can conclude that the periodicity of measurement and communication as well as the density of distribution of robots are crucial factors in limiting the spreading time of a phenomenon like anoxia. Figure 6 implicitly shows the energy consumed for taking measurements by displaying the total number of measurements taken by the swarm as well as the average number of measurements taken per robot. For a spreading phenomenon it is intuitive that an increase in the number of robots which are monitoring the area ensures a faster detection of a spreading phenomenon. Figure  5 shows how the density of robots in the area of interest affects the performance of the algorithm. In order to ensure an interconnected network, a requirement for the presented algorithm to reliably work, each robot needs to be connected to the rest of the swarm through at least one other robot being in its communication range. It follows that there must be at least one robot per sensor area. Assuming a perfectly circular sensor radius of robots, the limits to density of robots D and its relation to sensor area (s A ), and the event threshold (n * ) can be modeled by equations 1 and 2. In simulations, we randomly placed robots in the environment. In reality, rather than using a naïve placement or random distribution of robots, we will generate a set of GPS positions to deploy the aMussels. Since there is a set threshold of n * agents necessary to agree on detecting the anoxia across a preset maximum area of A max , the density can be so chosen to be D according to Equation 2. Figure 4 shows the relation between periodicity P of measurement and communication and the time until reporting T . In general, as P decreases, the time taken for reporting the event decreases since faster measurement and communication enables faster detection. However, below a particular value P min , the event cannot be detected due to signal collisions as shown by the initial spike in Figure 4 . Therefore P has to be selected so as to minimize the probability of signal collisions. Generally, P has to be large enough to allow each agent to communicate in a different "time slot". Each of these slots consists of a temporal span for each robot to send the one bit signal and complete its associated refractory time. As a rule of thumb, we used the relation P min = 3 n * (t ref + 1) ticks in order to allow n * agents to communicate in different temporal slots. The maximum value of P can be so selected to minimize T and therefore is a design choice.
Some assumptions were made in this paper which need revisiting when considering the application of the algorithm to detect anoxia or any other environmental phenomenon. Anoxia is a local phenomenon which spreads to its surroundings. In this paper, we simplified the dynamics of this phenomenon by assuming a constant spreading rate starting from a random patch and spreading radially outwards. In reality the periodicity of measurement and communication as well as sensor placement needs to be modified according to the actual dynamics of the phenomenon being examined. In contrast to anoxia, not all events that are of interest have a spreading nature. While tragedies like oil spills move through the water body (Oudhuis and Tengblad, 2018) , an aircraft crash (Kaiser, 2014) is an example of an event of interest that does not spread. In this paper we assume that an event can be detected easily using simple thresholding of some parameters. While this is true for the detection of anoxia, other methods such as machine learning (Bahrepour et al., 2009) or other event specific techniques can be employed for the detection of events. Even in such cases, the algorithm presented in this paper can be employed for confirming the detected event with neighbors using minimal communication.
As part of future work, the algorithm presented here will be tested in the field for anoxia detection. There are many more energy saving techniques which can be employed but which are likely to require more than 1-bit communication.
A study of energy consumed per bit can be conducted in order to establish the relation between energy consumed and the communication payload. This will enable the implementation of more sophisticated algorithms for event detection. Such a method might allow for a certain amount of node to node data exchange.
In conclusion, we presented a simple, bio-inspired, energy conserving event detection algorithm for the detection of the anoxia phenomenon in the lagoon of Venice using the aMussel robots. The suggested algorithm can go beyond detecting anoxia using the subCULTron system. Robotic or sensory systems with limited local communication can utilize the algorithm presented here to generate an alarm based on the number of swarm members that detected a local event.
